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Chapter 42: It’s Yours To Begin With 

 

 

 

Chu Liyuan ignored the person-in-charge and went up to Jian Dan, gazing intently at her… 

 

The person-in-charge also walked over and pointed at Jian Dan. “It’s her. She’s the one who stole Starry 

Love and pushed Qin Jewelry’s spokesperson—Miss Mei—into the pool.” 

 

The person-in-charge wanted to minimize his responsibility; he did not want to be implicated. 

 

Mei Xiaolin’s gaze was already firmly attracted by the man before her. She was even more determined 

to reach her goal—this man was hers. 

 

The person-in-charge looked at Jian Dan with a sneer; she would definitely come to a very tragic end. 

After all, he knew Chu Liyuan’s modus operand! very well. 

 

Chu Liyuan picked up Starry Love from the floor. No emotions could be seen in his eyes. Everyone was 

waiting to see Jian Dan land in the soup and see what would happen to her. 

 

However… in the next moment, everyone’s jaw dropped, especially the person-in-charge and Mei 

Xiaolin. 

 

Chu Liyuan held Jian Dan’s left hand and slowly put Starry Love on her ring finger. “It’s yours to begin 

with,” Chu Liyuan said tenderly to Jian Dan. 

 

Jian Dan looked at him and responded with a sweet smile… 

 

“What did you say just now?” Chu Liyuan scanned everyone present with an extremely cold gaze. 

Everyone shuddered and was so petrified that they did not dare to make a sound. 



 

“Li Jing, I’ll give you 10 minutes to figure this out,” Chu Liyuan instructed. 

 

“Yes!” Li Jing replied and left. 

 

Chu Liyuan pulled Jian Dan to the side. “You’ve been busy until now. You haven’t eaten, right?” Chu 

Liyuan said tenderly. 

 

He picked up the cake on the table and brought it to Jian Dan’s mouth. “Eat some cake to fill your 

stomach first. I’ll bring you to eat later.” Chu Liyuan looked at Jian Dan do tingly. 

 

Jian Dan opened her mouth and took a bite. “How does it taste?” Chu Liyuan asked. 

 

“I chose this. Of course it tastes good!” Jian Dan said proudly. 

 

Everyone standing not far away stared transfixed at the scene unfolding before their eyes in disbelief. 

Although not everyone had seen Chu Liyuan before, everyone knew the rumors about him. He was the 

devil of the corporate world, Grim Yama! 

 

But how could they reconcile the man before them with the legendary Chu Liyuan? As for the 

employees of Qin Corporation, they suspected that the person before them was someone else in 

disguise. 

 

Ten minutes later, Li Jing returned and whispered something in Chu Liyuan’s ear… “Very well!” Chu 

Liyuan glared at Mei Xiaolin sharply. 

 

“I don’t want to see anyone present here in the company tomorrow. As for him…” Chu Liyuan pointed at 

the person-in-charge and said, “Office jobs aren’t suitable for him. He’s suited to carry bricks at 

construction sites.” What Chu Liyuan meant was that he could forget about finding a job anywhere else 

after leaving Qin Corporation; he could only carry bricks at construction sites. 

 

And her… Chu Liyuan glared at Mei Xiaolin. “I don’t want to see her on television in the future. As for 

today’s matter, leave it to the police to handle!” Chu Liyuan said coldly without any emotion. 



 

No one could bully his lass. Whoever did would definitely have to pay the price. 

 

Chu Liyuan’s meaning was obvious—he wanted to blacklist her. 

 

“Mr. Chu, can you let me off?” The person-in-charge knelt in front of Chu Liyuan and begged. 

 

If he had to carry bricks at construction sites, they might as well kill him directly. 

 

“Mr. Chu, I was wrong. As long as you’re willing to let me off, I’ll do anything.” 

 

Mei Xiaolin couldn’t care less at this moment. If she was really blacklisted, all her years of hard work 

would go down the drain. 

 

Moreover, Mei Xiaolin knew that Chu Liyuan definitely had the ability to ensure she would never be 

unable to make a comeback again. 

 

She was really terrified. How much had she sacrificed to get to her current status? 

 

Chu Liyuan was dispassionate and did not even deign to look at them… “Li Jing, do as 1 say!” 

 

In this moment, Jian Dan finally understood why the world used the appellation “Devil of the corporate 

world, Grim Yama” to describe Chu Liyuan. Right now, Chu Liyuan really seemed to have come from Hell. 

He was ruthless and did not have any sympathy.. 

 


